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GUARANTEE

Portable Sewing Machine

E hereby warrant this Sewing Machine to

stand the wear incident to family use for

a period of FIVE YEARS. from the date
of purchase. during which time we agree to replace
all defective parts of charge (excepting only the

breakage of needles and shuttles).

This machine and motor have been carefully inspected

and adjusted and there are no defects in

or workmanship. Natural wear and tear is not con-

a defect in or workmanship.

This guarantee is not valid unless you fill in and mail

to us the attached postcard.
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Introduction

HIS is to show you how to use the Western

Electric Portable Sewing Machine. It is to

tell you new things about your sewing which

will interest you. too. and which will help you get

the best out of your machine.

Read it all. it will help you.

Many times just a simple thing will cause you

trouble. You can avoid this by thoroughly knowing

your machine before you start to use it. There is a

photograph of the machine on page 3. it. It

will familiarize you with each part.

Each machine is inspected, tested and well oiled
before it leaves the factory. During its shipping.

though, dust and dirt sometimes collect. especially
around the oil holes. clean it thoroughly with a

soft cloth before you start to sew.
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General Instructions

the machine is used clean and oil it thor-
oughly according to instructions on page 5.
The needle is important. Study the lesson on page

IO. It shows you just how to set your needle. And when
you need new ones consult the chart on page ll for the size
you should buy. It gives detailed information.

Thread the machine as shown in the diagram on page 9.
correct threading will cause the thread to break or loop.

Thread the bobbin case as shown on pages 7 and 8. Do not
allow dirt or dust to collect under the spring on the bobbin case.
as this will give you an uneven tension and will spoil the ap-
pearance of your stitch.

Unless there is cloth between, do not leave the presser foot
down on the feed while the machine is running. as this injures
both.

Read the motor lesson on page carefully. It will show you
how to start the machine and how to control it.

Know your attachments.

This machine is equipped with a full set of attachments. They
will help you to do all kinds of family sewing. lessons
on pages to will show you the best use for each
attachment.

Do not attempt to change any of the adjustments on this sewing
machine. You will only make trouble for yourself if you do.
Do not turn any of the screws to see what they control. The
machine has been properly adjusted at the factory and the ad-
justments should not be interfered with. If you have trouble
and cannot determine the remedy from this book. take the ques-
tion up with the dealer who sold you the machine. If this is

not convenient, write us. and we will be glad to advise you.
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above figure has been prepared for your

convenience. By referring to it you can determine the

working parts of the machine and can easily

apply each lesson given in this book.

In case something goes wrong with your machine

and you wish to consult your dealer, first refer to this

chart. It will then be easy to explain the trouble.
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Motor Lesson
To place the motor in working

position. grasp the body part and
swing it around so that the
bound pulley is against the machine
hand wheel. Fig. 2.

the motor is not in use it
is swung back into position under the
arm. as shown in Fig. l.

 

 

 

 Attach the screw plug at the end
l'oot long cord. as seen in

to any electric light socket and the
smaller plug on the shorter cord to the two prongs protruding from the
wood base of the machine. Place the foot control on the floor and press
lightly; this will start the wheel running slowly. Pressing a little harder
will make it go faster. To reverse the direction in which the motor is to
run, remove the thumb screw (Fig. 2) and raise or lower the reversing lever
as far as it will go. replace the thumb screw.

Points l and 2 on the diagram are the only places where the motor
requires oiling. A drop of good sewing machine oil once a day where
the machine is used constantly by dressmakers. etc.. or once a
week where it is used occasionally. as in the home. will assure perfect run-

and satisfactory results.

Right above the cork pulley will he found a nickel safety plate. which,
when locked on the wheel of the machine. prevents the machine from run-
ning. This is a good safety precaution.
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To Oil the Machine
run your sewing machine properly. and to have it wear well.

you must thoroughly oil it occasionally. If the machine is in continuous
use. it should be oiled every day. moderate use. only occasional
oiling is necessary. The above figure shows you all the places you must
oil. One drop at each point is

If the machine seems to run heavily or if it makes undue noise after
standing for some time, use a little kerosene in all oiling places. run the
machine rapidly for a few minutes, wipe clean and then oil with best sew-
ing machine oil.

Never use cheap oil. It will gum your machine and injure rather
than lubricate the parts. It is safer to purchase your oil at a sewing ma-
chine store or sewing machine department. Occasionally. when thoroughly
cleaning your machine. loosen it from the bed by pressing on the base re-
leasing screw. shownin the figure above. Then turn the machine over back
and oil all working parts.

Alter oiling the machine. stitch a yard or so on a piece of waste
material before starting to sew on a garment. This will prevent an oily
thread from being worked in.
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Winding Bobbins

Throw brake of motor over against the hand wheel. thus raising

the small pulley the wheel. Place the circular spring over the motor

pulley and also over the bobbin winder pulley. Put the spool thread

on the special peg for winding bobbins. which has the small device at

the top holding the spool while bobbin is being wound. Run thread

through the guide at lower right. insert thread in hole in bobbin—thread-

ing from inside—push bobbin on spindle until it is firm. and then start

the motor. Do not fill the bobbin too full. as this prevents free turning

within the bobbin case and causes uneven tension. When through

bobbins, place the circular spring around the outside groove on the

hand wheel. where it is out of the way and yet attached to the machine.

This way it will not be misplaced.
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Removing Bobbin Case

 

With the left hand swing

back the bobbin case cover.

as shown in I. This will

allow you to insert your hand

in order to remove the case.

 

 

 

bobbin
open.

Grasp the bobbin case

with the thumb and

ger of the left hand. as

shown in Fig. 2. to re-

move it from the case.

 

the bobbin
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Threading the Bobbin Case

 

 

 

  

bobbin
bobbln

Place the bobbin in the case. making sure

that the thread runs in the same direction as

that shown in the accompanying figure.

Hold the bobbin case in the left hand. and

with the right draw the thread through slot

A, under the spring and up through the

forked ends of the spring. between C and D.
B shows tension regulating screw.

Replacing Bobbin Case

Grasp the bobbin
case with the thumb
and finger. as shown
in Fig. 2. The hole
C will then be di-
rectly u n d e r the
needle. Push the
bobbin case as far
as it will go. so you
can see that the bob-
bin at point marked
L fits close to the
inner wall of the
bobbin case.
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Threading the Machine

 

The threaded. the thread

Place thread on spool pin carry it through guide B and entirely

around the tension C. Bring the thread down. then under guide D.
making sure that the thread passes through the little spring. Carry the

thread up. through take-up E. threading from the right to the left. Then

bring it and through guide F and G into needle H.
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Setting the Needle

 

FLAT

LONG
GROOVE

 SHORT
GROOVE

 

needle bar and needle: needle clamp

Raise the needle bar to its highest point. then loosen the needle

clamp screw A with the large screw driver which comes in the box of
attachments. Take the needle between the thumb and forefinger of the

left hand. pass the shank up into the slot oi the needle bar B. with the

flat side of the toward or against the needle bar. until the end of
the shank sets firmly against the stop pin. Then turn the needle clamp

screw tight with the screw driver.

When purchasing new needles measure them with the above figure

to make sure they are the proper length. Select the proper size needle
by using the table on the next page. The thread should match the texture

of the material you are sewing with as nearly as possible. There is a

table of sizes on next page. If the store which sold you your sewing

machine cannot you with new needles, write to the Electric

house nearest you.
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Sizes of Needles and Thread

Sizes of
Needles

7-8

Class of Materials

Very fine silk or

Fine cotton goods, organdie lawn
and silk

Shirting, sheeting, muslin, all
classes of household linen
underwear

Heavy muslin. Woolen goods

Ticking, woolen goods, boys’ cloth
mg, coats, etc.

Heavy stitchingCoarse work.
only

|

Sizes of Silk and
Cotton

120-200 cotton
00 silk

90-110 cotton
0 silk

70- 80 cotton
A-B silk

40- 60 cotton
C silk

30- 36 cotton

0- 10 cotton

 

 

Needles for Western Electric
No. 2 Portable Sewing Machine

Acme
Dover

Aloha
Alma
Alva
Amazon
American
American

Bartlett

Leaf

Any of the following will fit:

ll

m ou
Ranch

(
‘onrler Journal

Dna a t

Della ace
Detroit
Druid

h

rand
ll

ll.
Rotary

m p

"arid

ilome

Queen
ll

rd

I

Imperial
Improved
Improved

Ii

Improved
Improved
invader
Iowa
Jewell

wood
La
Ln
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Fa a
Farm &
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(
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Damascus

lens
Decorah l'ostenDefender
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(layoxo
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Goodrich
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Eldredge

N. S.Electric (fity
Right
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I‘llvla
E resn
Enterprise
i'vaoy

liackett
iiarrin
liappy Ilonte
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Helping
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New
New
New
New (‘rowu
New
New

Queen
New
New
New
New
New ideal
New
N ew t

National
Royal

N cw
N cw
N c w

 

New SouthNew
New

Northern

Olympia

Our Lender

n
y

i'opular
Q uccn

The Thread Cutter

 

Quaker
Queen
Queen the

aRival
John

No. I

The

 

 

read (.'ut ter.
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Loosen the smaller screw at
the back of the presser bar. so
it will allow the thread cut-
ter to be slipped into position
through the hole in the bar.

will be
found in the small envelope in

the box of attachments.
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To Regulate the Tensions
An important feature of this machine is that it has an automatic

upper tension. It requires little or no regulating. Before the machine is
sent out it is tested at the factory. This test covers a wide range of
thread and fabric and includes all the ordinary conditions that the ma-
chine will be called on to meet.

No matter what kind of material you are
using. the thread should lock in the center. as
shown in figure at left.

 

If the under tension is too loose or the
._ upper tension too tight. the thread will lie

_ straight along the surface of the material. as
shown in figure at left.

 

 

 

 

 

If the under tension is too light or the upper
thread too loose. the thread will lie straight
along the under side of the material. as shown
in figure at

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is better to try and regulate your tension from the shuttle whenever
it is necessary. as the upper tension is automatic and is properly adjusted.
However. if you find it necessary to adjust the upper tension. loosen the
tension regulating screw (see page by turning it to the right to tighten.
and to the left to loosen.

The under tension is governed by the spring. (See page 8.)
To adjust. loosen or tighten the screw.

To Remove Knots of Thread from Upper or Lower
Tensions

Many times when you are unable to make a perfect stitch you will
find that a knot of thread is caught either in the upper or lower tension.
To remove a knot from the upper tension, force the disc plates. where the
thread is inserted. far enough apart to release or remove the knot. To
remove a knot of thread from the lower tension. loosen the spring screw
(see Fig. |. page and slightly raise the spring.

The upper tension can only be regulated when the presser bar is
down. as the tension is released when the bar is thrown up. This allows
you to remove your work easily and with no danger of breaking the thread.

To Regulate the Length of Stitch

The numbers of the index plate from | to 0 indicate long and short
stitches. By moving the indicator from you to No. I. the machine will

the
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sew 6 stitches to the inch; while if you
move it towards you to No. it will
sew 34 stitches to the inch. You may
sew any desired length stitch by mov-
ing indicator to the point on the scale
to suit the length of stitch wanted. The
indicator automatically locks itself at
all points. doing away with fastening
screws and levers.

 

To Regulate the Pressure on the Material
In ordinary sewing it is seldom necessary to change the pressure of

the presser foot on the material. In sewing fine silks. chiffon or other
delicate fabrics. lighten the pressure by turning the presser bar screw up.
(See figure on page 3.) This releases the feed from the material and
preVents prints or roughness to appear on fine materials.

To increase the pressure when sewing heavy materials or over heavy
seams. turn this regulating screw down.

To Sew on the Bias on Fine Materials
Use a short stitch and a light tension on the upper thread. so the

thread is left loose enough in the seam to allow the goods to stretch. if
necessary.

A Basting Stitch
Use the longest stitch the machine will make and a loose upper ten-

sion. This stitch can easily be pulled out.

To Commence Sewing
After the machine is threaded up. pull up the under thread by turn-

ing the hand wheel over with the right hand. while holding the thread
with the left hand. Allow the needle to enter the needle hole to pick up
the under thread. Both threads should then be pulled to the back of the
presser foot. Lower the presser bar after the cloth is inserted. and begin
to sew. regulating the speed with the pressure of the foot on the motor
foot control.

To Remove the Work
Stop the machine with the thread at the highest point. raise

the presser bar and draw the fabric back. Pass the threads over the
a thepractical that make yourthe Folder.
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thread cutter and pull down gently to break them. Leave the end of the
threads about three inches long. so the upper thread will not pull through
the eye of the needle when you start to sew again.

To Avoid Breaking Needles
See that the presser foot or attachments are securely fastened to the

presser bar by means of the thumb screw and that the needle passes through
the center of the hole or slot. Do not sew heavy seams or thick goods
with too fine a needle. Use the diagram on page I l for the correct size
of needle and thread to correspond to materials. Avoid pulling the work
while stitching. merely guide the cloth and the feed will carry it along.

Causes of Upper Thread Breaking
the upper thread breaks it may be caused by—

threading of machine;
Tension too tight;
Thread too coarse for needle:
Needle bent. blunt—pointed. or set incorrectly.

Causes of Shuttle Thread Breaking
This may be caused by incorrect threading of the shuttle case or too

tight a tension. Or it may be because the bobbin is wound too full to
revolve freely in the shuttle.

Skipping Stitches
The needle may not be properly set; it may be blunt or bent. The

thread may be too heavy for the size of needle. Needle may be too short.

importance of Learning to Operate the Attachments
To make dainty trimmings. you will find you must know a little

more than plain stitching. You must know how to use the attachments
which are a part of your machine. Innumerable dainty dress trimmings
can be made entirely by the use of these attachments.

If you learn to operate your sewing machine. taking advantage of all
the labor-saving devices which are provided for you. you will be rewarded
by being able to do beautiful work. You will find you can make many
of the exquisitely finished articles which you may feel are too expensive
to buy in the stores—things for either you or your children to wear; things
for the home—and at a saving of from 40 to 70 cents a dollar on the
store prices.
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The Set of Attachments

Do not make the mistake of neglecting to use the attachments which
are supplied with this machine. If you do. you will miss much of the

fun of your machine. You will find them so simple to operate that with
a little practice you will be able to use them all

You will be surprised with the amount of work you can accomplish
and the amount of time you can save through their use. You will be

justified in taking all the time necessary to learn to operate them.

When you have mastered the Tucker. Binder. Hemmers.
etc.. you will feel less inclined to buy so many ready-made garments. You
will be far more apt to do more home sewing—so many hours of hand
sewing will be saved.
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The Attachments

BINDER HEMMER SET

FOOT

BIAS CUTTING GAUGE

-

TUCKER

 LARGE AND SMALL DRIVERS
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The Foot Hemmer

 

 

 

hemmer

With the presser bar raised. turn the hand wheel until the needle
is at the highest point. Remove the presser foot by loosening screw ring
in the above figure. Then draw the foot forward. Substitute the foot
hemmer. pushing it as far on the bar as it will go. Then tighten the
screw firmly.

Beginning at the corner of the material where the hem is to start. fold
over about one-eighth inch for a distance of two inches. Insert the cloth
in the hemmer with the fold uppermost and gently push it back under
the needle. Lower the presser bar. and after taking two or three stitches.
draw gently on the ends of the thread until the goods is well under the
feed. Guide the cloth with the right hand, as shown in keeping
the hemmer scroll filled at all times. If too little cloth feeds in. hold the
material to the right. If too much. guide the cloth to the left.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nice hem.
you thepractical that make your PAGENotice the Folder.
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Hemming and Sewing on Lace

 

 

 

 

on

Start the hem as described on page When the hem is running
well. stop the machine with the needle at the highest point and raise the

presser bar just enough to insert the lace in the slot at the right of the

hemmer. see figure above. Hold the lace with the right hand and the

hem with the left.

if sewing on very fine material. it is better to insert a slip of paper

under the foot hemmer to prevent puckering.

The hemmer is also a Sew two pieces of cloth together

with the under edge projecting to one-quarter inch beyond the

upper edge. Trim the edges. if necessary. to make them even. Open
the work out flat and fold the wider edge toward the left over the nar-
row edge. then pass the edge into the hemmer. The material is guided as

for ordinary hemming. This will be found a most satisfactory way to

finish a seam.

you thepractical that make
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The Hemmer Set

 

 

mcr at

This machine is equipped with a hemmer set consisting of five
ferent sizes. can be made one-half. one-
quarter or of an inch in width. You will find the hemmers
on the rack of the attachment box.

Substitute the hemmer for the presser foot. over about one-
eighth inch of material for a distance of about inches. insert the
edge of the folded edge in the hemmer. bringing it up and over the spoon.
as in figure above. Draw the cloth back until the end of the
crease is well in the hemmer. then draw it forward with the right hand.
so that the hem may be started directly on the edge. Hold the cloth as
nearly as possible in a straight line when operating the hemmer. How-
ever. if too little cloth feeds in. guide to the right; if too much, guide to
the left.

To Hem Bias
To hem a bias or a slightly curved edge. it is better to insert a piece

of paper under the hemmer next to the feed. as this assists the cloth to
feed through without stretching.

To Hem Table Linen
It is always desirable to have nice table linen hemmed by hand.

But the hemmer may be used to turn the edge of the linen to make it
ready for the hand work. Take the thread from the needle and run the
linen through the hemmer as you would for ordinary hemming. The hem
will then be perfectly turned and a great amount of time saved.
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The Cutting Gauge and How to Use It

cutting gauge is an important part
- of the attachments. should know it

thoroughly. in order to use the binder
conveniently you must know how to use the
cutting gauge. You will then be able to
cut binding from any desired material and
have it the. proper width.

The three letters on the cutting gauge stand for the following:

C for cording or piping.

B for binding to use with the binder attachment.

for facing.

binder is adjustable for cutting widths by moving the
blue spring until it is at the desired letter.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to . In

cutting gauge is fitted to the scissors. as shown in Fig. The
cloth is inserted in the gauge. as shown in Keep the cloth close
to the blue spring at all times and the strip will be perfectly cut.
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The Binder
 

 

  

 

The hinder at work.

To Cut the Binding
Adjust the cutting gauge at B. Cut a square of material in the

center on the true bias and insert the end in the cutting gauge. strip
will measure seven-eighths inch or inch in width. if soft
material. such as silk or batistc is used, it will be necessary to cut the
strips a trifle wider. in this case. adjust the gauge past the B.

binding for soft materials should measure about one inch in width.

To Operate the Binder
Substitute the binder for the presser foot. Cut the binding to a

point and insert it in the scroll at the of the binder. as shown in figure
above. Pull the binding through the scroll and in under presser foot
before starting to sew.

Notice that this binder may be adjusted to bring the stitching close
to the edge. regardless of the kind of material used. To stitch closer to
the edge. move the lug. B. to the right; to stitch farther from the edge,
move to the left.

A narrow adjustment should be used for all thin. delicate materials
where binding is used as a trimming or finish. it is especially necessary
that wash materials should have the stitching close to the edge. in order
that the edges will not curl up when laundered. For work. such
as binding the inside seams of woolen dresses. the wider adjustment may
be used. The illustration above shows how the work appears when using
either adjustment.

Seams should he stitched with the presser foot. then trimmed close
to the line of stitching before binding.
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On the right side of the frame of the binder is a gauge for measuring
the width of the binding after cutting it. This gauge is
of an inch wide. which is the average width for satisfactory binding.

The gauge indicated by the letter C is used for edge stitching when
using the binder for piping. This work is shown below.

Piping with the Binder

 

 

with the. binder.

The figure above shows a method of piping which is especially use-
for children's clothes. The binding is inserted in the binder in the

usual manner. The edge to be piped is placed in the guide wrong side '

up. as shown in the figure.

To Use No. 6 Folded Tape with Binder
The No. 6 folded tape (no other width) may be used with the

binder by cutting the tape to a point and threading it through the outside
slot in the scroll. The seam or edge to be bound is then inserted in the
binder in the regular way. The edge to be bound must be held well in
the scroll to insure a safe seam.

to tape.
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The Tucker

 

 

Remove the presser foot and substitute the tucker in its place.
Before operating. turn the hand wheel over to make sure the needle passes
through the needle hole. if it does not. it probably is not pushed far
enough on the bar.

scale on the tucker cap marked regulates the width of
the tuck. adjust. loosen screw and with the right hand push guide

until the pointer C is at the desired figure.
scale on the tucker cap marked "Space" regulates the distance

between the tucks. To adjust. loosen screw A and with the right hand
push the pointer until it is over the desired figure.

To insert the Cloth in the Tucker
cloth is inserted between the blue blade and the bottom blade

and is carried back under the foot before you start to sew.
first tuck must be creased by hand the. entire length. Subse-

quent tucks are marked by the tucker. inserting the second tuck.
make sure that the first tuck is caught in the hook. just under the marker.
it is unnecessary then to guide the cloth. as the tucker does it unaided.
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Table for
Set Tuck Set Marker

For so Pointer
at Points at

1-16-inch tucks with space
tucks with no space
tucks with
tucks with space ......
tucks with no space ......
tucks with space... . . .

tucks with space
tucks with no space
tucks with space .........
tucks with no space

How to Do
tuck the cloth lengthwise. then crosswise across the tucks.

is extremely ornamental and may he. made in many different
ways. example. you can tuck bias across the first tucks. which gives
a totally different from plain

 

of

Before attempting to for dress or apron. try out your
tucker with a square of cloth. Use fine thread. from IOO to with a
needle to match. Have your tension adjusted to giVe a perfect stitch.

be sure to fasten the adjusting screw firmly. so the tucker guides
not shift.
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IAnt-inch ........ 1/5
{xii-inch .........
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Cross-Tucking
First tuck

Cross-tucking
For

effect cross-tucking.
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Directions for Using
Remove the presser foot from the machine and attach the in

its place. Do this by placing the fork arm A astride the needle clamp.
and the foot B in position on the presser bar. Push it on as far as it will
go. the screw firmly before starting to sew.

The fullness of the gather is regulated by means of the adjusting
screw C. To increase the amount of the fullness. turn the screw down;
to decrease the amount of fullness. turn the adjusting screw up.

lines l. and show how to place the. different pieces of
cloth in the Line I shows where to place the lower piece or band
to which the ruffle is sewed. Line 2. the piece to be gathered. Line 3.
the upper piece or facing. when between two pieces. Line 4. guide
for piping. Line guide for edge-stitching.
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Place the goods to be gathered between the blue blades following
line 2. Push forward until under the foot. lower the presser bar and pro-
.ceed to sew.

To make a scant ruffle. shorten the stitch and turn the adjusting screw
up until the ruffle looks all right.

To make a full gather. turn the adjusting screw down until the
desired effect is obtained.

By regulating the adjusting screw and the length of stitch. you can
make all the kinds. from the scant to the very full gather.

using the do not attempt to hold the cloth back. The
ruffle will be perfectly even if you allow the cloth to feed freely into the
attachment.

The figures below show you the effect the different adjustments of
and stitch have on the ruffle.
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To Make a Ruffle and Sew to Garment at One
Operation

   

 

 and to at one

To ruffle and sew to a band or garment at one stitching. first adjust
the miller to take up the proper amount of fullness (see page 26 for
directions). Place the goods for the ruffle between the blades as usual
and the garment under the ruffle. following line l. (A facing can be
added at the same time by placing this strip. either straight or bias may
be used. in the following line way of finishing will save
an endless amount of time.

 

 

 

 

 

ruiiier

The piping is placed in the following line and the edge
to be piped is first folded. then placed. following line The cutting gauge
may be used to cut the piping.

if the stitching is not close to the edge. the screw at the top of the
piping guide may be loosened and the guide adjusted in the proper direc-
tion. Always tighten the screw before starting to sew.
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Shirring
 

 

 

 

The at work.

Release the bobbin case cover and attach the shirrer in position to
the bed of the machine. Do this by inserting the projection in the hole
on the bed of the machine. Swing the bobbin case cover back in position
and the shirrer will be firmly attached.

Remove the separator from the by loosening the small blue
screw at the side of the attachment. Attach the as described on
page 26. insert the cloth to be shirred between the blade and the
shining plate. as shown in the above figure.

Adjust the and stitch for the desired fullness. The quilter
may be used shirring in straight rows. or the cloth may be folded and
the creases pressed in with a warm iron before you start to shirr. A tape
may be placed under the shining slide and through the guide to keep it
in position. material is then inserted in the usual manner. It will
be stitched to the tape to keep the gathers in position.

Shirring with a loose upper tension will allow the gathers to be
adjusted to fit a certain space. kind of shirring is used when fitting
a garment to a lining.

If the shirring is to be used where there is strain on the garment.
a row of plain machine stitching may be added after it is made.
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The at work.

Substitute the underbraider foot for the presser foot. Insert the
braid in the braider tube until the end of the braid comes through the
pronged end of the attachment.

Attach the underbraider in position. following the directions given
for the shirrer. Turn the hand wheel until the needle pierces the braid.
If it does not sew exactly in the center. shove the point of the braider
over with the screw driver.

Braiding designs should always be stamped on the wrong side of
the material and should be continuous as nearly as possible.

To Turn a . Square Corner
With the needle piercing the braid. raise the presser bar and turn

the cloth in the proper direction. Lower the bar and proceed to sew.
When the design is finished. punch a small hole with the point of

the scissors. push the braid through to the under side and fasten by hand.
the
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The Quilter
 

 

 

 

 

quilter at work.

Attach the quilter to the presser bar by removing the thread cutter
and inserting the quilter in its place. Adjust for the desired width from
the needle and fasten the screw.

The quilter is simply used as a guide for straight stitching. Hold
the cloth, guiding by the quilter. as shown in the figure above.

Attach the underbraider foot in place of the presser foot. as it is
easier to stitch over a heavy thickness with it. it. your material is
less likely to fold over than with the regular sewing foot.

This sewing guide. Fig. 2. is attached to the bed of the machine by
means of the thumb screw and is used as a guide for straight stitching.
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The
The edge-stitcher is fastened to the machine in the

same manner as the presser foot. The different slots
which are numbered from I to in the figure serve as
guides for sewing together laces. insertions.
sewing in position folded or hemmed edges. piping. etc.

The

How to Adjust the

 

adjust. move lug (see Fig. l) at the left of the attachment to

the right or to the left until the desired adjustment is obtained.
sewing two edges together. one edge is inserted in the slot at the right.
while the other edge is inserted in the slot from the left. will note

that the slots are. so placed that the edges slightly overlap.

When sewing two pieces of lace together. it is necessary that the

attachment is adjusted to stitch on the edge. in order that the

edges will not fold over when laundered.

Slots l and are used for
sewing together two pieces of
lace. a strip of lace and material.

or similar stitching. Slots 2 and
are used when a narrow.

piped edge is desired. Slots
and 4 are used when a wide
piped edge is desired. The
piping is inserted in slot Slot

is used when a

scam. turned seam is in-
serted in the slot to keep the
stitching the same distance from
the edge. slot is also used
when sewing a bias strip to a

garment. the bias strip being
inserted in slot l and the at work.

 

 

ment in slot
attachment will be found useful in trimming many articles of

wearing apparel. such as dresses. underwear. etc.

the attachment is properly adjusted the most inexperienced
operator may sew yards of lace together with no difficulty.
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Practical Buttonholes Made with the Binder
It is the wish of every woman to be able to make good buttonholes.

But many women do not have the time. even if they have the skill.

Many do not know that good. practical buttonholes can be made
with the sewing machine by using the Hemmer or Binder. These button-
holes are strong and durable and are suitable for such garments as
clothes. house dresses, aprons. etc.

 

-

.
- .

 

 

 

 

Directions for Making
If the buttonholes are to be two inches apart. take a two-inch strip of

material and bind it as shown in B. The marks show this strip divided
into sections. Each section is one-half inch wider than the diameter of the
button.

After cutting the strip into the proper sized pieces. sew them together
with the presser foot as shown in C. Bind the edge by using the Binder. as
shown in D. This makes a finished strip of buttonholes which are strong
and practical.

The binding for buttonholes should be cut on the cross of the material.
E shows the same idea worked out with finer materials. The foot

hemmer. instead of the Binder. is used to finish the first strip, in order to
get an effect dainty enough to use with or dimity.

E. also shows the buttonholes sewn to another piece of material.
you the
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Sewing Apron with Tucked Pocket
This practical apron is easily made at home. and in a very short

time. when you use your Sewing Machine and its
ments. It is also excellent practice. as it includes the use of so many of the
attachments.

The material for the pocket is first tucked and then cut by the pattern.
Any apron pattern can be used for this apron. and by simple alterations it
can be made exactly as the illustration. The front gores are bound.
using the binder. and lace insertion is used to join the gores. This makes
a very neat finish. as well as a practical one. for this apron.

The small ruffle at the bottom of the apron is gathered. using the
and the seam is bound. using the Binder. outside is also

bound and edged with lace. strings are hemmed using the Foot
Hemmer.
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Illustrated List of Parts for the

 

ROTARY MACHINE
If you need any new parts. order by the part number and part name.

Send your order to your local electrical Dealer or Electric Light Company.

O

Arm

M

      

Arm

S
10 Loose Pulley .
ll Loose Pulley Wash...

Loose Pulley Lock
l3 Brake Button ...........

et Screw .........

Brake Button Screw...
Main

  

Bl32
 

  

BI72

Prices on |

Name I Name
Presser Bar Spring
Presser Bar Thumb Screw...Bed illustrated) I Presser Bar

Main Sh i

Presser Foot ........
. Lever ......

Head .............. Lever Stud

Prices on
Application

.................... -il Presser Bar Lifter
Attachment Holder

Wheel Time Screw ........... Attachment Holder Hub
Attachment Holder Hub Scr..
Attachment Holder Hub Ft.

. Screw
| Attachment Holder Hub

I

Main Shaft Head Pin .......... Lever Stud Roll ......
Main

20

Needle B
See
Needle
Needle Clamp Screw ..........

Bar
Screw

CC

Presser Bar Gib Staple .......
Presser Bar Gib Screw ........

33 Presser Bar Gib Stud ..........
Presser Bar Gib Stud Set Ser

Screw
Release ..............Tension

Tension

Head Stud ....... See B
Bar Link ............... B Take-up Lever Screw

2l Bar Link Clamp....... See D ............
Needle Bar Link Clamp Ser... B
Needle B

Top Tension Ba sc
 

5 ever Bushing
52 Base......

Bar Stop Pin .......... B '
Cap... .............. Screw .................

Spool Pin Base Screw
Spool Pia (rear) with pawl...
Rear Spool Pin Paw]
Rear Spool Pin Pin .....
Spool Pin
See B ............
Tension Disc Cloth
Face Plate Comp.
Sec B

Lever Screw Set

Top Tension Release Disc....
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17 Shaft
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Bl75

Application *\°'
| 37.................... 38

(Not ......... 10 Litter

47
48 Take-up
49 Take-up

----------
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Scream...”...................... 42 Comp...”
43 ......

; ll
| 45 .................'asher... 46 Nun.

oooooooooo
----------
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18
‘; 50 Take-up

10
Needle

24 Needle
25
26

13 26
27
28 Presser
29 Quilter

3!
32

31 B
Rcleasc ........35 Tension

36
3654
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Shaft

...................
......................

5! 51 ..............
‘ 51

Needle 51V; 51K;
22
23

l% Take-u

-----------------

.................

82
33

32
88

83
33

8:

----------

........................... Srpool ’in
‘ 53

4

54 Pawl
(Front)...

60..
“Washer”

Assembled“
62...............

alto-up ..........
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Prices on
Name Application

Top Tension Release
Sprin .. .........
Top Release
See B ......

Base
See ........................

Disc Wheel ...........
See B

Release .....
Disc

ec
Sce B ......................
Tension Disc Cloth
See B ......................
See ll

Spring
Tension Spring Screw .........
Sec

 

Tension Screw
Thread Guide .......

Sec .......................
Thread Guide

Shaft Connection ..... ..
Main Shaft Connection Screw
Oil Tube ("a Screw...........
Main Shaft on. Fulcrum

Shaft Con. Stud
Main Shit. Con. Std. Set
Screw . .......................
Main Shaft Con. Stud ....... ..
Main Shaft Con. Stud
Main Shaft Con. Stud
Hook ......... .....

Shaft Block ..............
Block Set Screw..

Shaft Block Time Screw
Shaft Feed Cam. . . ..
Shaft Set

Screw .................
Hook Shaft
Screw

Pin ......................
Guard Screw

Bobbin Race Comp
Bobbin Stud...
Bobbin
Bobbin (ase Stop Pm.. .
Bobbin
Bobbin
Bobbin Tension Spring
Screw .
Bobbin
Screw
Bobbin

Case Ten.
Race Stop ..............

Bobbin Race Stop Screw ......
Robbin Complete
See
Feed Rocker
Feed Hub ..........
Feed Rocker Screw
Feed Rocker Stud
Feed Rocker Stud Roll  

N Prices on
ame

Feed Bar ..... .
Feed Point ......
Feed Point Screw
Eccentric Lever

Lever Screw .. ......
Lever
Lever Spring ......

Feed Bar Stud Head ..........
Feed Bar Stud ...............
Feed Bar Stud Set Screw .....
Feed Bar Stud Sleeve... ......
Feed Bar S
Feed Bar Lin
Feed Bar
Feed Bar Link...
Feed Bar Screw
Stitch Reg. rout Lever ......
Stitch Reg. Lever
See
Stitch
Screw
Stitch

Reg. Gear Lever
Reg. Lever Connection.

Stitch Reg. Lever Con. Screw.
Stitch Reg. Lever
Stitch Reg. Lever
Stitch Reg. Lever Stud
Stitch Reg.
Stitch Reg. Lever Con. Stud............................
Stitch Reg. index Base Plate.
Stitch Reg. index .......
Stitch Reg. index Plate Ser..

Plate
Needle Plate Screw
See B .. ...... .. ..........
Stitch Reg. Rear Lever Washer
See ....................
Stitch Reg. Rear Lev............. . ............
Hook Cover
See B

Cover Screw
Cover Stud Washer .....
Cover Stud ..........

Cloth Guide Screw ..
Bed Latch .....
lied Latch Screw
lied Latch .......
Bed Latch Plunger .......
Bed Latch Pin ........

Complete
Frame
Release Lever
Release Lever
Release Lever Ser..
Release Lever

Spool Spindle
Spool Spindle

S indie Pulley
Spooler Screw
Cloth Guide

uilter ..........................
Screw Driver

Screw Driver
iiemmer
Spooler Thread Guide. .....
Needle Bar Timer Screw
Con. Stud Pin ........
Con. Stud Washer .........
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Tension
Tension

70
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Washer“

73'
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Illustrated List of Parts for the
Rotary Machine Motor

Part Repair Part
SC 1 Complete.
SC Complete. EachS H Ventilating Fan. For Each

Fibre Fits on Dozen
Felt. Fits on DozenMotor Complete with . .........Bearing Complete. Each . .....Spring for

Headless Set to
30 Fibre Bushing in Each

Circle Complete. Each
Fibre Regulator

Round Head Attaches to DozenComplete.
for Each

Screw. Fits in ............................
Case Complete with .

Cap. Pulley End. Each ................. .
Field ..................................... .....
Field Steel with Studs. Each . .......

Coil Complete. Each
Fits on

3" Connection. Fits on Each ....................... . ..... .

Brush on Each
Field
Brush

.

Headless Brush ........................... .

Hexagon (til Cup. .........
oi

Felt Fits on Dozen
Fits on Dozen

Female Section of ................ .

Fits on

on
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.\'0. Name
Armature Each .....................................................

6 Commutator ................................................
SC-l. ..........................................S t? l"xl7/6Al”xl/t‘>i" \\'asher. SC-l. .....................S 18 ifxiyx 1/32" “fisher. SC-l. ..........................

23 .arge Case SC-25. Each ...................
25 .................................................
23 SC-25. Each ........................................................
29 1/3 8-32 Serew. Attaches SC-3l 5023. Dozen .............

for (‘ord SC-23. ........................................
31 Contact ..............................................
36 Ring. liach ..................................................
37 3.5. 4-36 1. .\1. Screw. 5035 5-36. .........
38 Brush-Holder Each ...............................................
42 Bearing Car SC-ts. ..................................................
13 Adjusting "humh SC-B. Each
44 Small Motor SC~25. Each .................... .........i? Bearing ..... . ......................
48 complete. Each . ...........
19 Stampings .........................
52 Fichl ............................................ . ......
53 12” Connection. 5062. Each ..................................... ,

59 8052. ....... .

59}; (flit. Fits 5-59. ......................................
61 Sltttl .\°ttt. Each ..........................................................
622 Spring. Each ...........................................................
63 Carbon Brush. Each ........... .....................................
6! Screw. Each ....................
65 is" liaclt _. ........................................
67 Male Section Attachment Plug. lunch ..................................
71 lffix’A \\':tslicr. S_(I_-l. .................................
72 5-ix’A Filirc \\"ashcr. h(.-l. ...............................
73 Attachment l’lug. lunch

2-34 Ferrulc. StT-23. Each .................................................
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. . rmPart Repair Part
Ball Connection with Each

Screw. Each .Diameter Long Spring. EachField Stud Nut.
Long Taper For

.Bracket Forfor Machine. Each
Grooved Pulley

. ..Spring Bobbin

Piece Parts of the Foot Control
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I ‘ .

R 1 with Bridge.
R End Each
R Plain for Each ..................

for
R

R Disc with
with and

with
Plug. Each

Plug. Each
ordering for he to the type of machine for whichit is wanted.

  

 

(Si-1'29
5-21 3

(15-218 3m
$145

'ri(‘. ':~No. Name winning...“‘ 2“ lʼin. ............................................2l8 Motor ....... ...................
219 -};‘." at 1-34” Tension .............................
220 1/4'” Hexagon l-Zach .........................................
230 13.4” lʼin. S-‘Zl-i. liach ................. , ........213 7/16 14-20 Filistcr llcad Screw. 5-242. liach .................245 Bracket Sewing .....................................
271 47,45." (Tom ilcte. Each ............... ............. M276 Belt for Vindcr. Each ......... . ........................
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.Part No. Repair Part Name ..\lmr,ljii:-;((ii:,‘nFrame Each ......................................................
3 Screen. ........................
5 llook INT-53.R23 Large liyelct RC-Gii. liach

39 (ford Grip. Each ..............................lttf<l2 Foot Control only. liach ...........................................(750 Porcelain (‘ontacts and llrush t‘unrplctc. Elit‘llRt? 52 ("0rd (‘ompletc ROS? INT-33. EachRt”. 53 Rhcostut (‘ompletc R050. EachRCRLʼ Attachment
Rtffiii Midget ............\\'hcn parts Rhcostat sure specify

.......................................
................................................................................
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.................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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